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Background
Translation properties

 Baker (1993): universal features of translations, regardless of 
the source language (for a critique of the notion of ‘universals’ 
see Bernardini & Zanettin 2004, House 2008, Becher 2011 etc.)

 Evidence from corpus frequency studies for systematic 
differences between translations and non-translated texts (e.g. 
Hansen-Schirra et al. 2012)
 Focus on individual features, no systematic assessment of 

combined effect of multiple features
 Sometimes not tested for statistical significance, at best bivariate 

techniques (e.g. Neumann to appear)
 Theoretical advance with the help of multivariate statistics (see 

Tummers et al. 2005)
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The role of source language shining through

 Baker deliberately excludes interference from her definition of 
universal features of translations as “not linked to the nature of the 
translation process” (1993:243) 

 Toury (1995): diverging status of SL and TL may influence the 
linguistic features of translations (interference vs. standardisation), 
SL shining through: Teich (2003)

 ‘Norm continuum’ (Hansen-Schirra & Steiner in Hansen-Schirra et 
al. 2012:272)
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Background
Translationese

 Translations characterised as diverging from default language 
use  ‘translationese’, ‘third code’, etc. (e.g. Frawley 1984)

 Taken up in computing: machine learning techniques used to 
identify translations with high accuracy
 Baroni & Bernardini (2006): 86.7% accuracy on Italian geopolitical texts

(better than average performance of human annotators)
 Koppel & Ordan (2011): 96.7% accuracy on Europarl corpus

(source language of a translation can be identified with 92.7% accuracy)
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Our data

 300 texts from the CroCo Corpus (Hansen-Schirra et al. 2012): 
focus on 5 relatively similar registers ESSAY, POPSCI, SHARE, 
SPEECH, WEB

 28 lexico-grammatical indicators of underlying functions 
proposed by Neumann (to appear) in the context of register 
theory
 Only those indicators which are comparable 
 E.g. nouns/tokens, finites/sentences, passives/verbs, 

imperatives/sentences, adverbial themes/themes, contracted 
forms/tokens, lexical density, tokens/sentences

 Each text represented as a feature vector in multi-dimensional 
space characterized by the 28 indicators (as z-scores)
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Previous work
Lines of research our approach is drawing on

 Traditional approach (e.g. Neumann to appear)
 comparison of translated and original texts (or texts and their 

translations) with respect to individual features
 theoretical interpretation in terms of linguistic functions

 Machine learning: identification of translationese
 e.g. Baroni & Bernardini (2006), Koppel & Ordan (2011)
 distinguish translations and originals with high accuracy
 usually based on low-level features (words, POS, n-grams)

 Multivariate statistical analysis of variation (Biber 1988, …)
 latent (register) dimensions = groups of correlated features
 we use principal component analysis (PCA) instead of Biber's

factor analysis (for mathematical reasons)
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Our approach
(Diwersy, Evert & Neumann to appear)

 Theory-driven choice of features
 Distance between feature vectors = (dis)similarity of texts

 wrt. theoretical framework / research question
 Exploratory multivariate analysis

 identifies latent dimensions with PCA
 orthogonal projection interpreted as ‘perspective’ on data set

 Visualisation
 view shape of data set from different perspectives

 Minimally supervised intervention
 introduce theory-neutral information (DE/EN and transl./orig.)
 linear discriminant analysis (LDA) identifies best ‘perspective’

for discrimination of these categories
 Interpretation

 characteristic features of latent dimensions can be interpreted in 
terms of theoretical background (here: underlying functions)
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Comparison

 Traditional approach
 choice and interpretation of features based on theory
 feature combinations & correlations  global perspective

 Unsupervised multivariate analysis
 identifies latent dimensions based on feature correlations
 visualisation of data set distribution
 orthogonal projection = ‘perspective’ (≠ Biber, nonlinear methods)
 minimally supervised approach can identify fine-grained patterns 

of interest beyond main dimensions of variation
 Machine-learning of translationese

 use machine learning to distinguish btw. translations and originals
 identification and discussion of most informative features
 machine learning combined with multivariate analysis (LDA/PCA)
 theory-driven choice of features
 visualisation of data set and discriminants

(direct interpretation of feature weights can be misleading)
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Unsupervised PCA
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Unsupervised PCA
Evidence for shining through / diverging status?
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Distribution on vertical axis
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Minimally supervised LDA
discriminant for translation status
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Classification
accuracy: 76.3%



Minimally supervised LDA
discriminant for translation status
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Classification
accuracy: 76.3%



Minimally supervised LDA
discriminants for language × translation status
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Classification
accuracy: 89.3%



Linear discriminant analysis 
All registers
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2. Translation pairs:
Left: DEorig + ENtrans
Right: ENorig + DEtrans

1. Languages:
Above: German
Below: English 

3. German Originals vs. 
translations:
Left: DEtrans
Right: DEorig



Additional PCA dimensions
Focus on individual registers
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1. Languages:
above: German
below: English

Higher PCA dims: 
Register variation

PCA 
dimen-
sions
4-6

5. German orig/trans:
left: DE trans
right: DE orig

 register-specific 
patterns



Additional PCA dimensions
Focus on individual registers
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Additional PCA dimensions
Focus on individual registers
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Additional PCA dimensions
Focus on individual registers
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Discussion

 Exploratory analysis shows new perspectives on 
complex interplay of features 

 PCA + minimally supervised LDA reveal distributional 
patterns and contribution of individual features

 Indications of directionality effect in E-G
 Risk of jumping to conclusions, all suggested 

interpretations purely speculative
 Phenomena such as explicitation and simplification 

not visible but may be disguised as shining through
 Functions underlying the comparable indicators not 

directly visible but possibly some indirect reflections
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Outlook

 Extension of multivariate approach to confirmatory / 
explanatory analysis ( hypothesis testing)

 Closer look at indicators responsible for the 
dimensions

 Disentangling explicitation and simplification from 
normalisation and shining through (‘norm continuum’)

 More features, more data, more languages 
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Thank you for your attention!

Stefan Evert Stella Neumann
stefan.evert@fau.de neumann@anglistik.rwth-aachen.de
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Neumann’s traditional frequency based 
approach

Argumentation Exposition Instruction Narration
FICTION

EO 0:1 0:6 1:2 6:0
GO 1:1 0:7 1:2 7:0
ETrans 1:1 0:6 1:2 6:0
GTrans 2:1 0:6 1:2 9:0

SHARE
EO 2:2 4:1 1:0 0:5
GO 1:1 4:1 0:1 0:6
ETrans 2:3 6:0 2:1 0:7
GTrans 2:0 2:0 1:1 0:2
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Bivariate statistics: t test yields significant divergences of register 
values in comparison to reference value
Left digit: no. of significant divergences in the direction supporting the 
interpretation of a goal type
Right digit: no. significant divergences contradicting the interpretation

Source: Neumann, Stella. to appear. Languages in Contrast. Special Issue edited by Marie-Aude
Lefer & Svetlana Vogeleer.



Raw feature distribution
PCA vertical axis (DE/EN)
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Weighted feature distribution
PCA vertical axis (DE/EN)
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Weighted feature distributions
LDA projection lang × status – English texts 
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Weighted feature distributions
LDA projection lang × status – German texts 
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Weighted feature distributions
original LDA discriminants lang × status – English texts 
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Weighted feature distributions
original LDA discriminants lang × status – German texts 
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Linear discriminant analysis 
Focus on individual registers
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Linear discriminant analysis 
Focus on individual registers
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Linear discriminant analysis 
Focus on individual registers
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Linear discriminant analysis 
Focus on individual registers
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